creative without plan?
innovative without structure?

get the knowledge and
become a leader of innovation now!

i2c Innovation curriculum
30 ECTS diploma supplement

Designing tomorrow's business today

Info event

when?  Mon, 11 November 2013, 17:00
where? Zemanek room
(Favoritenstraße 11, ground floor)

http://www.informatik.tuwien.ac.at/i2c
The Faculty of Informatics at the Vienna University of Technology invites national and international applicants to its Informatics Innovation Center (i²c). Application deadline for courses starting in March 2014 is November 22, 2013.

The i²c is strengthening the cooperation with industry as well as the faculty’s position in innovation development and education. Guiding principles of the curriculum on innovation are the interconnection of theory and practice, the freedom for creativity, and the intense support. Students are educated in innovation and entrepreneurship from an international perspective within ICT.

Innovative Thinking powered by i²c

The curriculum on innovation is offered additionally to the master programs of the Faculty of Informatics to a selected number of students. The diploma supplement comprises 30 ECTS split into four modules which are to be completed in three consecutive terms:

- innovation and creativity
- innovation planning
- innovation implementation
- innovation practice

The courses are taught in English by national and international scientists and practitioners.

How to Apply

For details on how to apply please check http://www.informatik.tuwien.ac.at/i2c